Socialism, in one aspect means the liberation of all the world's peoples. Here Comrade Nail of China welcomes Marien Ngouabi of the Peoples Republic of the Congo, two socialists nations struggling together against U.S. Imperialism, monopoly capitalism, & racism.

WHAT IS SOCIALISM?

In 17 cities across the United States CAP led protests, the unemployed, the employed, students, welfare & food stamp recipients, activists, youth, to point out the bankruptcy of the capitalist system. Full Employment was one cry! But that will never be full employment under capitalism. The only way to stop the layoffs is Fire the Capitalists! Socialist Revolution!

WORKERS SOLIDARITY DAY

February 22, 1975 marked demonstrations in 17 cities across the nation with people rallying to protest the severe hardships caused by the rotten capitalist system. The Congress of African People (CAP) advanced the slogan "STOP THE LAYOFFS! FIRE THE CAPITALISTS! THE WORKERS CAN RUN IT!", which speaks to enormous rate of layoffs that plague the working masses, and culminates the essential truth about monopoly capitalism, that it must be smashed so the workers can liberate themselves from this seemingly endless cycle of pauperization at the hands of the capitalists. But how can we fight it?

BASIC STRATEGY FOR '76

The Congress of African People believes that one of the important tasks before us is to build a movement to unite all those who can be united regardless of whether they are Socialists or nationalists or elected officials or moderate unite all those who can be united to struggle against the rightward moves of both the Republican and Democratic parties. As the economic crisis in the U.S., and throughout the capitalist world intensifies, as for instance over 100,000 laid off last week in the auto industry alone, layoffs, speed-ups, inflation, the growing depression the crisis will worsen, especially intensifying in big cities, which is where most Black people in the U.S. live, whether north or south - as the economic situation worsens, repression will increase and intensify! People will not merely lay down when they are told that they must stay jobless or habitually unemployed. They will strike back, and with that strike back, which the state glibly calls crime, police brutality and repression will rise and the entire political fabric of the U.S. will move openly to the right. As capitalism goes deeper and deeper into crisis, one depression after another, until it stretches into one vicious economic earthquake that creates the undermining...
monopoly capitalism and imperialism and stated that the "Woman Question" was a class question. Last were the speakers from C.A.P., a sister who. Gracia, Joanee Chesimard-all the unnamed working women. She then outlined the woman question as a class question rooted in capitalism and pointed to the bourgeois feminist movement as being in collaboration with capitalism rather than an instrument against it. Next Amiri Baraka, chairman of the Congress of African People who ended up the morning session by expressing his solidarity with the building of a Black Women's United Front and clearly outlining the problems that face the Black Liberation Movement as well as the new Communist Movement at this point in history, and stated that what was needed is a Revolutionary Women's Organization that would be a part of smashing the system of monopoly capitalism and imperialism. The morning session ended in thundering applause with almost everyone on their feet.

There was a lunch break and the afternoon session jumped off with a 5 minute discussion was centered around whether women who came to build Black Women's United Fronts in their localities.

At 8:30 P.M. there was a break and the afternoon session jumped off with a 5 minute discussion was centered around whether women who came to build Black Women's United Fronts in their localities.

What did you think about the Black Women's United Front meeting held in Detroit?

Jose McWeen - East Chicago, Indiana. The conference was good as far as the role here. My concern is how it'll work on the local level, particularly in E. Chicago. Ours is a very industrial area and not very politically motivated. The main concern is how to reach my people.

Elia Jones - Pitts, Pa. The meeting was very constructive; if they ever get any unity they will be very constructive and beneficial to Black women all over America.

Rhettawna Washington - Brooklyn, N.Y. I felt a number of issues should have been expanded upon in more depth, by way of more evaluation, discussion and analysis. But given the nature of the coordination which was to present a one day conference it couldn't have been successfully done. My suggestion would be to hold a 3 day conference. Issues, revolutionary tactics, political positions, etc. that involve the masses of the people on a national scale deserve more than one day at a glance.

Patricia Jones - Pittsburgh, Pa. It is my first large gathering of Black women not from a specific group but I felt motivated, encouraged based on I'm a Black woman. I felt that if this is a successful move and I hope that in this meeting will be the greatest contribution to that success because the structure was built right here.

Notice: Black Women Workers, Students, Unemployed, Old & Young join in and help build the local (Newark - Black Women's United Front). Copy Rights and self-determination of all Black People. Contact:

Ella Jones - New York, N.Y. 11111 P.O. Box 322 ORANGE RD., MONTCLAIR, N.J. 744-6527. SECURITY IS OUR BUSINESS.